
THE 
PARADISE CALLING 

BOX



If you're a subscriber to our Luxe boxes then you'll already know how
incredible the Skin Alchemists range is. We interviewed founder, Theresa,
on our blog last year and learned all about her St Lucian childhood and
the skincare recipes and rituals she grew up with. 
 
A new addition to the Skin Alchemists range, The Chocolate Cove is a
nourishing body exfoliate that feels like a chocolate drink for your skin. It
blends raw cacao, cocoa butter, Pink Himalayan Salt, nutmeg, cinnamon
and cardamom to buff away dead skin cells and leave your skin feeling
hydrated and luminous. 
 

Tuscany has always been on my holiday wish list, ever since watching
'Stealing Beauty' starring Liv Tyler as a teenager. I've still not made the
trip but in my imagination it's just like this reed diffuser: fruity, floral and
warm.
 
The latest addition to our fragrance range, this reed diffuser will fill your
home with top notes of grape and gardenia, middle notes of fig, orange
blossom and mimosa and base notes of amber, sandalwood and vanilla.
Simply remove the lid and place the reeds inside, allowing them to draw
up the fragrance.

Summer isn't the best time to be sending chocolate in the post(!) so this
month we've turned to the experts in gourmet sweets, Candy Kittens, for
your sweet treat. The tropical mango flavour will make you instantly
dream of  white sandy beaches and clear blue seas, while the tangy fizz
provides a hit of refreshment. It's a vegan friendly recipe too, so one you
can all enjoy.
 
This bag is meant for sharing but we won't tell if you won't...!

Where is paradise for you? For some it may be the snowy Alps or the British countryside but, for
many of us, paradise is all about sunshine and warmth. The second of this year's summer boxes
continues with dreams of holidays and, as we're still not quite free to jump on a plane and head
to the tropics, our Paradise Calling Box will bring a taste of sunshine to your home this month.
Inside you'll find an Italian inspired reed diffuser, an exfoliating scrub that harnesses the natural
resources of the Caribbean and fruity, tangy and tropical sweets.
 

THE PARADISE CALLING BOX

Moi-Même 'Tuscan Haze' Reed Diffuser 

Skin Alchemists The Chocolate Cove

Candy Kittens Tropical Mango Gourmet Sweets


